
 



Facebook 

New Features 

Manage Activity 

 
Image: Facebook 

 

● This quarter, Facebook introduced a new “Manage Activity” feature to help users 
manage their presence on its platform to “more accurately reflect who [they] are today”1 

● This new feature allows users to archive old posts, or place them in the trash, in bulk 
● Users can also manage posts by using filters to sort and find what they’re looking for, 

like posts featuring specific people or from a specific date range 
● By archiving posts or content, the posts will no longer be visible, but can still be 

accessed by the user themselves 
● Content that is placed in the trash will remain there for 30 days before being deleted 

permanently 
● Facebook has also started to allow users in the U.S. and Canada to export their 

Facebook photos and videos to Google Photos2 

● Users can access this exporting feature under their “Settings” by selecting “Your 
Facebook Information,” and then “Transfer a Copy of Your Photos and Videos” 

 



 

Workplace Rooms 
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● This past May, Facebook launched “Workplace Rooms” to make it easier for businesses 
to stay connected while working from home3 

● Facebook calls the feature a “secure and easy way for coworkers to get things done and 
stay connected when they can’t be together in person” 

● Workplace rooms provide workers with a virtual meeting place where they can invite up 
to 50 people into a video call (even if they’re not from your company or don’t have a 
Workplace account) 

● With these rooms, you can: 
○ Lock the room to prevent others from joining 
○ Keep the room open for others to drop-in and join 
○ Remove anyone who shouldn’t be on the call 
○ Meet with no time limits 



Facebook Shops 
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● While we can’t shop in-person to the same extent as we could before the COVID-19 

pandemic began, Facebook has made it easier than ever for businesses to operate 
online through their new Facebook Shops feature4 

● Business owners can now create a Facebook Shop for free, where they can showcase 
their products and customize the look of their shops with cover images and custom 
accent colors 

● Users can find Facebook Shops on a business’s Facebook Page, Instagram Profile, or 
through Stories or ads 

● Users can also message businesses through WhatsApp, Messenger, or Instagram 
Direct to ask questions, get support, and receive updates on their orders 

 



Avatars 
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● This quarter, Facebook launched a new feature that allows users to create their own 

unique avatars to represent themselves in cartoon form5 

● Avatars can be customized using skin and hair colors, blemishes, wrinkles, and more 
● Avatars can also be used in several places around Facebook including messages, 

comments, Stories, and more  
● You can create your own avatar on Facebook’s mobile app by clicking on the smiley face 

icon to the right of a GIF in the comments section of a post 
 

 
 



Facebook’s New Look 
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● Over the past few months, Facebook has been rolling out a “new web experience” 

globally6 

● The platform says its new revamped look and experience is “faster, easier to use, and 
gives your eyes a break with Dark Mode.” 

● With the new look, you can now: 
○ Find things faster with a “streamlined navigation” 
○ Take it easy on your eyes with Dark Mode 
○ Manage your Pages, Groups, and Events with greater ease 



Coronavirus Efforts 
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● During the past few months, Facebook has taken several steps to introduce new 
features that will keep users informed and connected during the coronavirus pandemic7 

● Among the new features introduced is a new “Blood Donations” feature  
○ This feature works to address the blood shortages around the world due to the 

decreased ability for people to donate during this period of self-isolation 
○ The feature connects users with their local blood banks and notifies them when 

there is a shortage and where it is safe to donate 
● After temporarily banning ads and commerce listings for masks on its platforms “to 

protect against scams, misleading medical claims, medical supply shortages, inflated 
prices and hoarding,” Facebook has scaled back its restrictions around masks 

○ Because many health authorities have advised the public to wear non-medical 
masks, people can now promote and trade non-medical masks in organic posts, 
ads, and commerce listings on Facebook and Instagram  

○ The ban on selling medical masks is still active to prevent people from “exploiting 
the pandemic for financial gain” 

● Facebook has also expanded its Community Help section within the past few months to 
make it easier for users to support local businesses and nonprofits 



○ Users can additionally now find gift cards and vouchers to support local 
businesses, donate to fundraisers, sign up to become a blood donor, and find 
local job opportunities in the Community Help section of Facebook 

● This quarter, the World Health Organization (WHO) teamed up with Messenger to 
provide users with timely and accurate information about COVID-19  

○ Users can now message the WHO on Messenger about their COVID-19-related 
questions and get quick answers for free 

● To promote the circulation of accurate information, Facebook has started showing 
members of COVID-19-related groups educational pop-ups directing them to information 
about the virus from credible health organizations 

○ A similar message also shows up in the news feed and in search results when 
users look for COVID-19-related content 

● Facebook has also started to prompt Group admins to share live broadcasts about 
COVID-19 from official health authorities and state and country health departments 

● As well, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has partnered with the 
platform to develop a curriculum that Group admins can share with users on how to stay 
safe during this crisis and prevent the spread of COVID-19 

● This quarter, Facebook also launched the Messenger Coronavirus Community Hub, 
which provides tips and resources to keep people connected to their loved ones and to 
prevent the spread of misinformation 

 
 



Transparency & Misinformation 

Media Outlet Labels 
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● To help users better understand the news they’re being shown on their platform, 
Facebook has announced a new plan to label media outlets that are “wholly or partially 
under the editorial control of their government”8 

● Facebook is “providing greater transparency into these publishers because they combine 
the influence of a media organization with the strategic backing of a state, and [they] 
believe people should know if the news they read is coming from a publication that may 
be under the influence of a government” 

● The labels will appear in the Ad Library Page, on Pages, and on the Page Transparency 
section of Pages 

● This summer, Facebook will block paid content from U.S. state-controlled media outlets 
“out of an abundance of caution to provide an extra layer of protection against various 
types of foreign influence in the public debate ahead of the November 2020 election in 
the U.S.” 

 
 



Messenger 

Messenger Rooms 
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● Facebook has now made it easier to spend time with your family and friends when you 

can’t be together in-person — with their new “Messenger Rooms” feature9 

● Rooms is a video conferencing feature that allows up to 50 people to video chat without 
a time limit 

● You can create or join a room from Instagram Direct, WhatsApp, Portal, Messenger, or 
Facebook 

● The person who creates the room can control settings around the room, including: 
○ How easy the room is to find 
○ Whether they want to create a link to share the room 
○ Locking or unlocking rooms once a call begins 
○ Removing participants 

 

Messenger Kids 
● During this period of social distancing, Facebook has also made improvements to 

Messenger Kids to allow kids to better connect from afar10 



● Messenger Kids is a “video chat and messaging app that helps kids connect with friends 
and family in a fun, parent-controlled space” 

● Now, Messenger Kids is available in more countries and offers more choices for parents 
to connect their children with friends 

● New features include: 
○ Supervised Friending 

■ Parents can now allow their child to accept, reject, add, or remove 
contacts themselves, all while having the ability to override any of their 
child’s new contact approvals through the Parent Dashboard 

■ Parents will be notified of new “friending” actions through Messenger and 
can view a log of recent activities 

○ Connecting Kids Through Groups 
■ This feature allows parents to approve an adult, like a teacher or coach, 

to connect their child with other kids through a group in Messenger Kids 
■ Approved adults can only connect kids whose parents have granted them 

permission 

New Desktop Messenger App 
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● In April 2020, Facebook announced the launch of a new Messenger app for MacOS and 

Windows11 



● With the app, users can video chat on their computers to stay connected with their loved 
ones around the world with unlimited and free group calls 

● With the app, you can also: 
○ Make group video calls on your desktop’s larger screen 
○ Call your Facebook contacts without having to know their email or phone number 
○ Chat while multitasking on your computer 
○ Receive notifications on your desktop 
○ Sync your chats across your mobile device and desktop 
○ Use Messenger’s Dark Mode and GIFs on your desktop 

● You can download the app today from the Microsoft Store or Mac App Store  
 

Business Inbox 
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● This quarter, Facebook launched a new business inbox in Messenger12 

● The business inbox creates a new inbox for business owners to respond to messages in 
the app 

● The social media platform says the new feature is meant to help businesses “respond to 
customer messages and easily toggle between their personal and business accounts in 
the Messenger app” 

● The inbox also has a feature that reminds business managers in the Messenger app to 
respond to customers in a timely manner 
 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/p/messenger/9wzdncrf0083
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/messenger/id1480068668


 
 

Messenger Polls 
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● This quarter, Facebook announced the return of the Polls feature to Messenger13 

● The Polls feature lets users “coordinate activities or share opinions by voting in [their] 
group chats” 

● You can create a poll by clicking on the “+” symbol in a group chat and then selecting the 
“Polls” option 

● Polls have also been added to the Messenger Desktop app 
 

Continued Learning 
● Because many businesses have seen a shift to a virtual structure this year, Facebook 

has launched new business courses to help businesses navigate this transition14 

● With Facebook’s business education program called “Facebook Blueprint,” users can 
now take 15 new free courses to brush up on their skills 

● New courses include selections like “How to Select the Right Social Channels for Your 
Business,” “How to Tell Your Business Story,” and “How to Set Marketing Goals” 

https://www.facebook.com/business/learn/series/bring-your-business-online?ref=fbbnews


 

LinkedIn 

New Features 

Video Introduction 
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● According to LinkedIn, “65% of people believe that the impression you make online is 
just as important as the one you make in person”15 

● To help you make a better impression and showcase your soft skills to potential 
employers from a distance, LinkedIn is testing a new video introduction feature 

● Hiring managers can now request an introduction as part of their hiring process, and 
prospective employees can then submit their response in a video or a written 
introduction 

● In addition, LinkedIn has launched new “AI-powered instant feedback” for their interview 
preparation tools 



○ With this new feature, “once you’ve recorded your practice answers, you get an 
assessment of your answer delivery — with feedback on pacing, how many times 
you’re using filler words, and sensitive phrases to avoid” 

● LinkedIn says this new feature will provide an interactive way for candidates to prepare 
for commonly asked interview questions 

● Interview preparation feedback is rolling out worldwide and can be accessed right away 
after you apply for jobs on the LinkedIn jobs home page  

 

Polls 
● In an effort to introduce features that will help bring the office atmosphere to users’ newly 

virtual lives, LinkedIn has added a Polls feature to its platform16 

● Polls allows users to ask questions and encourage engagement from their network 
● LinkedIn has stated that polls take around 30 seconds to create, yet provide those 

engaging with it more of a “voice” than they would have by simply “liking” posts 
● When creating a poll, users can add four options for users to choose from 

○ Users can also decide how long they want the poll to be active for, in a range of 
24 hours to two weeks 

● As well, users can add an introduction post to the poll along with hashtags so that it will 
appear in more searches 

 

Away Messages 
● LinkedIn is reportedly working on an “away message” feature for premium users17 

● The new setting would allow users to set an automatic message to send to anyone who 
contacts them while they’re away from their profile  

 

Pages 

LinkedIn Virtual Events 
● This quarter, LinkedIn introduced a new way for companies to hold events virtually with 

their “LinkedIn Live Events” feature18 

● When announcing the new feature, LinkedIn said that they integrated LinkedIn Events 
and LinkedIn Live to turn the two products into “a new virtual events solution that 
enables you to stay connected to your communities and meet your customers wherever 
they are” 

http://www.linkedin.com/jobs


● With Live Events, businesses can host live streams for their Page followers or Event 
attendees 

● To get attendees, Pages can share events to their Page followers and send direct 
invitations to first-degree connections 

Announcement Banners & Call-To-Action Buttons 
● LinkedIn has also incorporated new announcement banners into Pages18 

● The custom banners “allow you to post critical and timely updates to the top of your 
Page, so your community can stay updated on topics like important hiring decisions, how 
you’re shifting operating priorities, or protecting your workforce” 

● In other Page changes, a new “Volunteer” call-to-action button has been added so that 
non-profit organizations can ask members to volunteer  

○ This button is only available for non-profits and school Pages 

 

 

 

 

  



Twitter 

New Features 

Voice Recordings 

 
 

● This June, Twitter debuted a new way to tweet: using your voice19 

● With its new audio tweet feature, users can tweet up to 140 seconds of audio 
● Twitter says this new format can "create a more human experience for listeners and 

storytellers alike" 
● To make an audio tweet, press the new wavelength icon, located where you would 

normally tweet, and start speaking 
● If your audio message exceeds 140 seconds, a new voice tweet will start automatically 

and create a thread 
● Although users can listen to each other’s audio tweets by clicking the play button, users 

cannot respond with their own audio tweets  



Read Before You Tweet 
● This quarter, Twitter also released a feature that prompts users to review their tweets 

before they hit the send20 

● The feature aims to “promote informed discussion” and help users to be more aware of 
what they’re sharing to inspire “healthier conversations” 

● With this feature, users will be prompted to read their tweet and the linked article they’re 
retweeting before hitting send 

○ This feature doesn’t stop users from retweeting a link before clicking to read it, 
but only suggests that they read what they’re about to share 

 
 

Quote Tweet Lists 
● In a new iOS feature, Twitter has introduced a new way to view and organize quoted 

tweets 
● According to The Verge, this feature “organizes all of [a tweet’s] retweets with comments 

into a handy list” 21 

○ You can access this list by tapping on a tweet and selecting the word “Retweets” 
○ The retweets will be organized in two columns: one with comments on the 

retweet (quote tweets) and a list of retweets with no comments 
 



Tweet Scheduling 
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● Users may soon be able to start scheduling their Tweets on Twitter22 

● According to The Next Web, Twitter is rolling out a scheduling feature to allow users to 
schedule tweets for specific dates and times 

● Right now, the feature is only available for some users who are using the desktop 
version of the platform 

Content By Location 
● This quarter, Twitter expanded upon its Explore Page by allowing users to sort content 

by location23 

● This feature allows users to view content or lists that are trending in their specific region 
● To see more content that is relevant to your location, you can activate the feature by 

tapping on the gear icon in the upper-right corner of the Explore page and turning on 
“Show content in this location”  



Coming Soon 

Conversation Settings 
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● This quarter, Twitter began testing new features to help users have more control over 

who can reply to their tweets and join their conversations24 

● With the new features, before users Tweet, they’ll be able to choose who can reply with 
three options: 



○ Everyone (the standard/default option) 
○ Only people you follow 
○ Only people you mention 

● If your tweet is limited to people you follow or mention, twitter will label the tweet with a 
reply icon that’s grayed out  

○ People who can’t reply will still be able to view, retweet, retweet with comment, 
and like the tweet 

 

Verification 
● After pausing their verification process in 2017, which is used to grant users a blue 

verified badge next to their names, Twitter has started developing a new system for 
users to request verification25 

● Verification is typically reserved for public figures and organizations to let people know 
that the account is authentic 

● According to TechCrunch, the new system will include a “Request Verification” option in 
users’ settings to request a profile review so they can be considered for verification 

Misinformation 
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● Like other social media platforms, Twitter is constantly introducing new rules and 
features to prevent the spread of misinformation on its platform26 



● This quarter, Twitter began to implement new labels and warning messages to “provide 
additional context and information on some Tweets containing disputed or misleading 
information related to COVID-19” 

● To do so, Twitter began to address content that “goes directly against guidance on 
COVID-19 from authoritative sources” 

○ Now, labels and warning messages will provide additional information and 
clarifications around content that has the potential to mislead or confuse people 

○ Twitter says “this will make it easier to find facts and make informed decisions 
about what people see on Twitter” 

● Here is how Twitter is classifying and taking action against tweet that include misleading 
information, disputed claims, and unverified claims: 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Lists 
● This quarter, Twitter revamped its lists feature27 

● Now, the “Discover New Tweets” option includes a “Show More Recommendations” tab 
○ This tab redirects users to new lists from Twitter’s recommendations features 
○ Users can also search for topics of interest and see recommendations  



● List suggestions will be based on who users follow, what they tweet about, and the lists 
they currently follow 

Instagram 

New Features 

Creator Income 
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● This quarter, Instagram announced new ways for creators to make money on their 
platform using features like Instagram Live and IGTV28 

● A new feature allows users to purchase badges 
○ Viewers can purchase badges during a live video to “participate and show their 

love” to creators 
○ Badges will appear next to a viewer’s name while they’re streaming a live video, 

and viewers who purchase badges will “stand out in the comments and unlock 
additional features, including placement on a creator’s list of badge holders and 
access to a special heart” 

○ Creators will earn money off the badges that their viewers purchase 
● Instagram has also introduced ads in IGTV, their long-form video feature 

○ The revenue made from ads will be shared with the creators whose videos they 
are featured on 

○ According to Instagram, IGTV ads will appear when users click to watch a video 
from previews in their feed 

○ The ads will be mobile-friendly and up to 15 seconds long 
○ Instagram says they will test more ad features, like the ability to skip an ad, 

throughout the year 

Shopping 
● Instagram recently launched a new Shops feature, which they call “an immersive full 

screen storefront that enables businesses to build their brand story and drive product 
discovery — all in a native shopping experience”29 

● Users can access Shops through a business’s Instagram profile or through their Feed 
and Stories 

● In Shops, users can browse and purchase products without leaving the app 
● Users can also view collections in Shops, which “let businesses customize the shopping 

experience and curate products into themes that tell their brand stories” 
 



Interaction Management 
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● This quarter, Instagram launched new features to help users manage the interactions 
they have on its platform30 

● The platform is currently rolling out a new feature that will allow users to manage multiple 
unwanted interactions at once  

○ With this feature, users can delete comments in bulk and block or restrict multiple 
user accounts that post negative comments 

● This feature can be enabled by tapping on the dotted icon in the top-right corner of a 
comment in iOS and then selecting “Manage Comments” 

○ From there, you can choose up to 25 comments to delete at once 
○ By selecting “More Options,” you can block or restrict accounts in bulk 
○ These options can be accessed in Android by pressing and holding on a 

comment and then tapping the dotted icon 
● Instagram has also announced that they will soon test a “Pinned comments” feature to 

let users “amplify and encourage positive interactions” by pinning a comment to the top 
of a post’s comments feed 

● In addition, Instagram has begun to release new controls to allow users to manage who 
can tag or mention them in a comment, caption, or Story 

○ Options for this feature will include: 
■ Everyone 
■ Only people you follow 
■ No one 

 
 



 

Live Donations 
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● Users can now raise money for their favorite nonprofits while using Instagram Live 
through a new feature called “Live Donations”31 

● With Live Donations fundraisers, 100% of the money users raise will go directly to the 
nonprofit of their choice 

● Users can access Live Donations by tapping the camera in the top left of their Feed or 
by swiping right in their Feed 

○ Users can then select the “Live” button at the bottom of the screen and then the 
Fundraiser option 

● During a Live broadcast, users will be able to see in real-time how many people are 
supporting their fundraiser and the amount they’ve raised 
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